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NIFTY  

After a short bearish trauma nifty fifty has shown strong reversal and index is likely to form another V 

shape reversal on daily time frame like previous two occasions. 

Bullish piercing pattern on weekly chart is acting as a base support for the benchmark index. Prices have 

completed its 50% retracement at 11908.05 from its intermediate low which is place at 11614.50 to its 

immediate high of 12246.70. 

This week index has formed long trailing tail candle stick pattern and closed the weekly candle in red. 

Benchmark index has formed Bullish Island Reversal Candle Stick Pattern on daily time frame. 

Today’s bullish candlestick formation suggests nifty is likely resume the northward journey as its 

momentum indicator are positively poised above their respective averages and its trend following indicator 

has given positive cross-over. 

On the lower end nifty will find major support at around 11900 level which is well supported with a bullish 

hammer candle stick pattern. However on the higher side, index will continue to face hurdle around 12300 

level and positive breakout above that level will stretch nifty to uncharted territory. 
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BANK NIFTY 

NIFTY BANK 

There is not much significant change in chart this week as previous weeks bullish engulfing candle stick 

pattern is acting as an anchor point for banking index. 

 This week index has formed long trailing tail candle stick pattern and closed the weekly candle in green. 

Banking index has formed Bullish hammer Candle Stick Pattern on daily time frame on 18th February 2020. 

Overall chart structure looks promising as bank nifty index is trading in higher high higher low formation 

on the weekly chart. Index is also closed above its small degree trend line support which could lead to 

positive momentum.  

20 days simple moving average is acting as a support that is placed at 30828.30 in the weekly time frame.  

PSU banking index seems to have bottom out on daily chart and a strong bounce back can be expected in 

coming week or so. Current chart formation of PVT banking index suggests consolidation at current stage 

cannot be ruled out. 

On the lower end bank nifty will find major support at around 30200 level which is well supported with a 

bullish hammer candle stick pattern. However on the higher side, index will continue to face hurdle 

around 31400 level and positive breakout above that level will stretch bank nifty to 32000 level. 
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Sector Look: NIFTY MNC INDEX 

 

 

 

On weekly chart, NIFTY MNC INDEX has given a breakout of “Channel pattern” on 18th October 2019 and 

still continues and continues to trade above its trend line support. The index closed flat for this week at 

14110 on the weekly chart and formed green candle with long wicks on both the ends. 

50 days simple moving average is acting as strong support which is placed at 13300 on the weekly time 

frame. Moreover on the weekly time frame, 50 and 100 days Exponential moving average is acting as an 

anchor point placed at around 13500 and 13200 levels. Overall sentiments look positive as the index has 

formed rounding formation after breakout and looking strong towards the upside. 

 Momentum Oscillator RSI (14) is reading above 50 levels. MACD indicator is reading above its line of 

polarity with positive sentiments. 

 On the lower end supports are seen at 13600/ 13200 on the weekly chart. On the higher end break of 

14350 will open the gate for 15000 levels in the coming weeks. 
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Weekly Stock Idea: NILKAMAL 

NILKAMAL has given breakout of its "Inverted Head and Shoulder Pattern" on weekly time frame. 

 After witnessing a breakout above is Neckline on 17th January 2020 stock was in consolidation mode since 

past few weeks. Prices are currently trading above 50 and 100 days simple moving averages in weekly and 

daily time line. 

A current spurt in prices has witnessed a follow up buying in stock. Strong reversal in Momentum oscillator 

RSI (14) from 50 level has set up a strong base for the stock and currently reading near 70 level with 

positive crossover on weekly horizon.  

MACD indicator on the other hand is nicely poised above its line of polarity and currently is in a positive 

crossover on weekly interval. 

On the lower end supports are seen at 1420/ 1380 on the weekly chart. On the higher end break of 1530 

will open the gate for 1650 levels in the coming weeks. 
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